Installation material

Get a grip on home-cabling
Do it yourself the professional way

Do your homecabling the
professional way
Wouldn’t it be nice to know that all your cables and
cords are in order, both the ones inside the walls and
those visible in the room?
Our range of installation material has been renowned in the
professional business for years, but we put pride in providing
the best products for everyone. So now you can use the same
material as the professionals, which makes it easy for you to stay
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in control of your installations. Some of the home cabling you can
do yourself, other operations demand an authorized electrician.
In both cases, professional material will speed up the process
and improve the final result.
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New! Rapstrap
A releasable and re-usable
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Read more on page 12.
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flexible tie for thousands of uses.
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Making your home safe, comfortable
and tidy is so much more fun and easy
with the appropriate materials. Our
range of installation material includes
professional quality products for any
installation in your home. So whether
you’re about to mount a gigantic TV
on the wall or merely want to hide the
cables, just head off to the nearest
retail store and get what you need
from the green packages.
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Top quality
through and through
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Handy clamps easily
fastened with the TKK tool.

Flush-mounted
boxes

Surface-mounted
boxes

Connectors and
terminals

Easy to use junction
boxes, equipped with
three or seven rigid stubs.

Boxes with or without terminal blocks. Use indoors
or outdoors.

Connect the way you like,
for various cable sizes and
applications.
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TKK steel clamps

Elegant clamps for
aesthetically demanding
applications.
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Fastis steel clamps

Can be fitted without drilling in most materials. Use
indoors or outdoors.
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TCS screw clips

For round or flat cables.
Various sizes, colours
and dimensions.
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TC nail clips

A quick and easy way to
hide your cables.
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Ultra mini-trunking

Rapstrap flexible ties

Cable wings

Releasable and re-usable.
For thousands of uses.

Easy fixing of cables,
tools, skis or anything else
you can think of.
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Ultra mini-trunking

Some things should
just pass unnoticed
Now there is a quick way of getting rid of unappealing cables
that need to be there, but should not be seen. The Ultra minitrunking is your perfect companion when it comes to nice and
tidy fixing of cables and cords. All sizes have pre-punched holes
for easy mounting. The smallest sizes also have a self-adhesive
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No matter how impressive your TV set is,
it won’t do the trick if tangled cables and
cords draw your attention.

The Ultra mini-trunking range includes a
variety of dimensions. Some sizes have a
self-adhesive fixing tape.

fixing tape on the back as an option.
The Ultra mini-trunking is available in white, cadmium and
lead-free PVC with a good surface finish. Smart accessories like
T- and L-shaped joints, as well as outer and inner corner pieces,
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help you to take full control and get an attractive result.

The mini-trunking is discrete, blending
into the interior design.
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Clips and clamps

P138799

It’s all about keeping order
Whether you need tiny nail clips for your home network system or
powerful screw clips and clamps for your outdoor installations, you
will always find the best alternative in our comprehensive range.

TC nail clip and TCS
screw clip for round or
flat cables.

TC nail clips
For minimizing the risk of injuries all our TC nail clips are
equipped with a safety nail that will bend before breaking.
The clips are available in a variety of colours and dimensions, with a nail of hardened and electroplated steel. The
but for more low-density materials like plasterboards and
brick, we advise using a TCP clip plug.

TCS screw clips
The ultimate choice for demanding applications. All screw
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clips are quickly hammered directly into wood or masonry,

Combined use of clips
and Mureva K60 surfacemounted box.

clips are made of durable UV-stabilized polypropylene with
robust screws in electroplated steel to resist corrosion. The
sharp point and high thread of the screw make it suitable

TC

for all kinds of materials, such as wood, plasterboards and
low-density concrete. In concrete, just drill a hole and
mount the screw.
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Fastis tool

Fastis TFK Steel Clamp
Fastis is an elegant, one-piece clamp perfectly fit for
or electroplated with one or two integrated nails. For

Fastis TFK, for an attractive look.

the one-nailed clamp, use our handy mounting tool.
The two-nailed version is just hammered in.
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any stylish installation. Fastis is available plastic-coated

Make the cables blend in with
the interior.

TKK Steel Clamp

TKK tool

The discrete TKK clamp holds the cable firmly without
drawing any unnecessary attention. This makes the TKK
especially suitable for aesthetically demanding applicabut for plasterboards and low-density materials the TKK

TKK

should be fastened using a TCP clip plug.
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tions. Can be used in almost any kind of wall material,

TKK, modest but strong.
For round or flat cables.

TK Plastic Clamp
This sturdy clamp is made of durable polypropylene which
makes it very resistant to impacts, heat, cold and acid.
The range covers various sizes and each one suits several
cable dimensions. Delivered without screw to make it pos-
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Fastis

sible to choose the right screw type for each application.
Flexible plastic clamp for
cables or conduits.
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Boxes and terminals

When planning a new construction in your home, make sure you place
outlets and switches in the most convenient locations. Whether you

Optimized design and
functionality even inside
the walls.

make the installation yourself or hire a professional electrician, our
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Some of them may not be visible to the eye once the
construction phase is completed. But knowing you have
optimized the installation preparations is satisfying.
For you and for the installer.
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Structure and order
from the inside out
The range also includes
a number of accessories, such as twist-on
connectors and push-in
terminals.

range of flush-mounted and surface-mounted boxes will help you
get a great result.
All are flexible and easily mounted, helping you or the installer distri-

any interior.
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Smart design allows a
dense yet structured
interior.
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Our boxes are subject to
numerous tests, one of
which is fire resistance.
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the discrete and sleek design of the surface-mounted boxes match
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flush-mounted boxes are equipped with up to seven rigid stubs. And
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bute and lead cables safely and efficiently. For maximum flexibility, the

Remember – some
operations require an
authorized electrician
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New! Rapstrap

Innovative and one of a kind
Try the flexible and soft Rapstrap instead!
Just tie, cut and use again. Or loop into a
multitude of different configurations.
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Sure regular cable ties are handy. They are applicable for a lot
of things and they usually stay put. But once you’ve used them,
they are ready for the garbage bin.
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Several ties from a single Rapstrap

Releasable and re-usable

Thousands of uses

Rapstrap is a “green” product. No part of

The unique design allows Rapstrap to

Made of elasticated polyurethane,

Rapstrap is useless and no waste. Just

be easily released and re-used as long

Rapstrap can stretch up to 50%. Yet it

thread through a cell at the end of the

as you have kept the ribbed tongue end.

ties securely without harming any sensi-

strip, cut off the remaining front section

Just re-insert the tongue in the same cell

tive surfaces. An easy way to quickly

and use again.

and remove.

manage delicate cables, plants, or anything else you want tied up. For longer

Thousands of uses.
Only one Rapstrap.
Scan the code to find out more!

lengths, just join two Rapstraps together.

QR-code
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Cable Wing

Originally, the obvious intention was to use the cable
wing for fastening cables. But then we recognised
the versatility of this invention – and the uses seem
endless. Only your imagination sets the limits.
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The multi-talented cable wing

The cable wing is made of highly UV-resistant polyamide and can be used both
indoors and outdoors for uncountable applications. Single or double design and
smart shape make the cable wing versatile and flexible. So go ahead and start

Under a table, out of reach of
children and pets.
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In the storage room, until snow
returns.
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P138795
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exploring how you can make the best use of the multi-talented wing.

In the workshop, for keeping tools
close at hand.
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Thorsman installation material

Get it right, right away!

Wall plug TP

P138784

Use the QR-code
to view our installation animations.

Universal screw plug Quicki TPN
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QR-code
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We want to help you make sure that your
shelves, TVs, fittings or anything else you
want to put up on your walls stay there. Our
range of installation material, made by and
for professionals, is now available to anyone
interested in home improvement. The range
includes plugs, screws, cavity fixings, bolts
and much more – all you need to make a
reliable and tidy installation.

Cavity fixing Duo-Max TSP

Cavity fixing THW
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